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Abstract — We study effective global generation properties of projectivizations of curve
semistable vector bundles over curves and abelian varieties.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation. This work is a natural continuation of our earlier efforts to study effective
global generation of line bundles beyond the precision provided by Fujita’s conjecture. While
the articles [CKMS23a] and [CKMS23b] studied possible connections with the fundamental group
of the underlying variety, and the correlation with the Kodaira–Enriques classification of surfaces,
here we contemplate the situation for projective bundles associated with curve semistable vector
bundles.

The circle of ideas around Fujita’s freeness conjecture originated in the article [Fuj87], where
the author proved that, given a smooth complex projective variety X, any line bundle of the
form ωX b L m is nef where L is an ample line bundle, and m ě dim X ` 1. At the same time,
he conjectured what later came to be known as Fujita’s freeness conjecture, namely, that the line
bundles ωX b L m (for L ample and m ě dim X ` 1) are globally generated as well.

While the conjecture follows quickly from Riemann–Roch on curves, it is non-trivial in higher
dimensions, and has given rise to a lot of novel mathematics. It has been demonstrated for
dimpXq ď 6 [Rei88,EL93,Kaw97,Hel97,YZ20,GL21]. There exist analogous suboptimal results
valid in all dimensions, due to Angehrn–Siu [AS95], Heier [Hei02], and Ghidelli and Lacini
[GL21]. It is important to point out that although these bounds are uniform, they are not linear
in dimpXq.

There undoubtedly exist polarized projective varieties with extremal behaviour from the point
of view of Fujita’s conjecture (take projective spaces for one), at the same time, one often meets
cases where a substantially smaller multiple will suffice. Hence, there is in general room for
improvement, and a need for a more precise analysis.

Convex Fujita numbers have been introduced to this end in [CKMS23a] as a measure of
effective positivity of line bundles on smooth complex projective varieties. Recall that the convex
Fujita number of a variety X, which we denote by FupXq, is the minimal m ě 0 such that for
all t ě m and any ample line bundles L1, . . . ,Lt on X the adjoint bundle

ωX b L1 b . . . b Lt

is globally generated. It follows from [AS95, Thm 0.1] that FupXq is always finite, see [CKMS23a,
Prop. 2.5].

Our first remark is that most of the major general results mentioned above remain true in
their convex formulation (see [CKMS23a, Section 2]) including the classical theorems of Reider,
Helmke, Kawamata, and Angehrn–Siu. The introduction of convex Fujita numbers also led to

The authors acknowledge support by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) through the Collaborative Research
Centre TRR 326 "Geometry and Arithmetic of Uniformized Structures", project number 444845124.
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relations between various configurations of polarized varieties. For instance, for varieties X and
Y , one has

FupX ˆ Y q ě maxtFupXq,FupY qu

with equality if Pic0X and Pic0Y have no common nontrivial isogeny factor.
For each n ě 1 the simplest variety of dimension n with the largest convex Fujita number

predicted by the Fujita freeness conjecture is projective space. On the other hand, we know that
FupXq “ 2 when X is a curve by Riemann-Roch and that FupXq ď 2 when X is an abelian
variety essentially by theorems of Lefschetz.

In this article we will focus on a class of varieties that lies in between these examples, namely
projectivized vector bundles mainly over curves and abelian varieties. One of the key points is to
identify a class of vector bundles that resemble line bundles closely. The class of vector bundles
we work with, which we call curve semistable, has been studied from the point of view of its
differential geometry or semistability, but, as of now, their relation to effective positivity has not
been investigated.

1.2. Results. As far as effective global generation of projectivized vector bundles go, one can
quickly check that if X “ PpE q for a vector bundle E of rank r on a smooth projective variety
S, then FupXq ě r, see Proposition 3.1. On the other hand, Fujita’s freeness conjecture hints at
FupXq ď r ` dimS. Our first result addresses the case dimS “ 1.

Theorem A (see Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.8). Let C be a smooth projective curve of genus
g ě 2, let E be a vector bundle of rank r ě 2 and degree d on C, and let PpE q be its projectivization.
Then we have the following:

(1) r ď FupPpE qq ď r ` 1.
(2) If E is not stable, or if it is stable with pr, dq ‰ 1, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(3) If E is stable and pr, dq “ 1, then:

(i) If d ı 1 pmod rq and E is very general in the moduli space UCpr, dq parametrizing
stable vector bundles of rank r and degree d on C, then FupPpE qq “ r.

(ii) If d ” 1 pmod rq, then FupPpE qq “ r ` 1.

Most of Theorem A appears in [CKMS23b, Theorem 3.5] and is restated for completeness and
comparison with the case of an abelian variety as the base. The new part here is part (i) of
(3), the genericity condition of which is quite explicit in our proof of Theorem 3.8. Note that if
r “ 1, Theorem A simply states that curves C have convex Fujita number FupCq “ 2, and that
is an easy consequence of Riemann-Roch.

Our next result concerns semihomogeneous vector bundles over abelian varieties. Note that
the hypothesis of the following result is satisfied for a very general polarized abelian variety of
fixed dimension and polarization type; moreover, the given upper bound on the convex Fujita
number is at least as low as that predicted by the Fujita freeness conjecture. The slope class
µpE q is defined in Definition 2.2.

Theorem B (see Theorem 3.12). Let A be an abelian variety of dimension g ě 1, and let E
be a semihomogeneous vector bundle on A of rank r ě 2. Then the convex Fujita number of
X “ PpE q satisfies

r ď FupPpE qq ď r ` 1.

More precisely, the following holds.
(1) If there is an integer 0 ă r1 ă r such that r1µpE q is the class of a divisor, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(2) If FupAq “ 0, i.e. all ample line bundles on A are globally generated, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(3) If there is a line bundle M on A such that detpE qbM br is ample but not globally generated,

then FupPpE qq “ r ` 1.

Note that if r “ 1 then the conclusion of Theorem B does not hold. In fact, abelian varieties A
always have FupAq “ 0 or 2 essentially by a classical theorem of Lefschetz and proven by Bauer
and Szemberg in [BS96, Theorem 1.1]. In particular the convex Fujita number is never 1.
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1.3. Curve semistable vector bundles. Let S be a smooth projective variety. Curve semi-
stable vector bundles on S generalize both semistable vector bundles on curves and semihomoge-
neous vector bundles on abelian varieties. The class of curve semistable vector bundles is defined
to be the largest class of vector bundles that is stable under arbitrary pull back and on curves
coincides with all semistable vector bundles.

Definition 1.1. A curve semistable vector bundle is a vector bundle E on a proper variety
S such that for all maps f : C Ñ S from a smooth projective curve C, the pull back f˚E is a
semistable vector bundle on C.

Beside being a suitable first order generalization of line bundles to higher ranks, curve semi-
stable vector bundles have a distinctive flavour because they are an iterated extension of hermitian
projectively flat bundles of the same rational slope class, see Theorem 2.3.

We prove in Proposition 2.8 that on abelian varieties the notions curve semistable and semi-
homogeneous coincide. Moreover, generalizing a result of Miyaoka, we are able to describe in
Proposition 2.11 the ample cone for PpE q if E is a curve semistable vector bundle, see (2.2).

With curve semistable vector bundles we may work over base varieties which generalize abelian
varieties, but still have convex Fujita number less or equal to 2. The property of having abelian
Picard type is defined in Definition 3.15. For the definition of the denominator of a rational
numerical class we refer to Definition 3.3.

Theorem C (see Theorem 3.20). Let S be a variety of abelian Picard type. We further assume
that the Albanese map is surjective or the Picard rank of S equals 1. Let E be a curve semistable
bundle on S of rank r ě 2 with associated projective bundle π : X “ PpE q Ñ S. Then

r ď FupXq ď r ` 1

and the following more precise statements hold:
(1) If the denominator of µpE q is less than r, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(2) If FupSq ď 1 and π1pSq is abelian, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(3) If there is a line bundle M on S such that detpE qbM br is ample but not globally generated,

then FupPpE qq “ r ` 1.

Note that if r “ 1 then the proof of Theorem C yields FupSq ď 2 for S of abelian Picard type
with surjective Albanese map or Picard rank equal to 1.

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Thomas Mettler and Balázs Szendrői for helpful dis-
cussions.

2. Curves semistable vector bundles

2.1. Equivalent descriptions of curve semistable bundles. Our upper bound of the convex
Fujita number requires a class of vector bundles E where we are able to determine the ample
cone of the projective bundle PpE q. Curve semistable vector bundles have been defined in
Definition 1.1.

Remarks 2.1. (1) Since pullback by a finite map of curves preserves semistability, see [Miy87,
Prop. 3.2] or [Laz04, Lemma 6.4.12], a vector bundle on a curve is semistable if and only
if it is curve semistable.

(2) Curve semistability is preserved under any operation of the following kind: tensor prod-
ucts, duals, internal Hom’s, symmetric powers, alternating powers, determinants. All
these operations commute with base change and preserve semistability of vector bundles
on curves, see [Miy87, §3].

More generally, considering a vector bundle E of rank r as a GLr torsor, then we can
push E along an algebraic representation ρ : GLr Ñ GLn to obtain a vector bundle E ρ.
If ρ sends scalars to scalars and E is curve semistable, then also E ρ is curve semistable;
compare [Miy87, Cor. 3.9] for the assertion on curves from which the assertion about
curve semistable bundles follows at once.
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(3) Direct summands of curve semistable vector bundles are curve semistable, because this
is true for semistable vector bundles on curves.

(4) The pull back of a curve semistable vector bundle is curve semistable: let f : Y Ñ X be
a map of proper varieties. If E is a curve semistable vector bundle on X, then f˚E is
curve semistable on Y .

(5) Conversely, if f : Y Ñ X is a surjective map of proper varieties and E is a vector bundle
on X, then E is curve semistable if and only if f˚E is curve semistable on Y . Indeed,
if g : C Ñ X is a map from a proper smooth curve, then there is a branched cover
h : C 1 Ñ C such that g ˝ h lifts to a map g1 : C 1 Ñ Y . Then g˚E is semistable if and
only if h˚pg˚E q “ g1˚pf˚E q is semistable, a consequence of f˚E being curve semistable.

Before stating the important general properties of curve semistable bundles, we recall some
numerical invariants of vector bundles.

Definition 2.2. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r on a variety S.
(1) The slope class or average first Chern class of E is the Q-rational divisor class

µpE q :“
1

r
c1pE q P N1pSqQ .

(2) The normalized tautological class of E is the Q-divisor class

λE :“ c1pOp1qq ´ π˚µpE q P N1pPpE qqQ .

(3) The discriminant of E is the class

∆pE q :“ 2r ¨ c2pE q ´ pr ´ 1q c1pE q2 P H4pS,Qq .

The discriminant can also be computed as

∆pE q “ ch1pE q2 ´ 2 ch0pE q ch2pE q “ c2pEndpE qq .

The following characterization of curve semistable vector bundles is essentially obtained by
Nakayama in [Nak99, Theorem A] with Jahnke and Radloff [JR13, Theorem 1.1] emphasizing
the equivalence to the property of being curve semistable.

Theorem 2.3. For a vector bundle E on a smooth projective variety S of dimension d, the
following are equivalent:

(a) E is curve semistable.
(b) The class λE is nef.
(c) E is A-slope semistable with respect to all ample A, and ∆pE q “ 0.
(d) There is an ample class A such that E is A-slope semistable, and ∆pE q “ 0.
(e) There is an ample class A such that E is A-slope semistable, and ∆pE q ¨ Ad´2 “ 0.
(f) There is a filtration by vector bundles

0 “ E0 Ă E1 Ă . . . ¨ ¨ ¨ Ek´1 Ă Ek “ E

such that the Fi :“ Ei{Ei´1 can be endowed with a hermitian projectively flat con-
nection, and µpFiq “ µpE q as Q-divisor classes.

Proof. [Nak99, Theorem A] shows the equivalence of (b), (e) and (f). This proof implicitly also
shows the equivalence with assertions (a) and (c). Since the latter has been clarified explicitly
by other authors, we’re going to explain these equivalences together with interesting byproducts
of the arguments now.

[JR13, Theorem 1.1] shows (a) ô (b) as follows. Both (a) and (b) can be checked by base
change to smooth projective curves. In the curve case, the equivalence was proven by Miyaoka
in [Miy87, Theorem 3.1] (see also [Laz04, Prop. 6.4.11]).

The equivalence of (b) and (c) is [BHR06, Theorem 1.4], adapting the proof from the case of
Higgs bundles as explained in [BHR06, Theorem 1.3] by treating the case of zero Higgs field,
and passing through property (a) in the proof1. Here is an alternative replacing the detour via
Higgs bundles by the more direct argument based on the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence (that

1For a generalization of (b) ô (c) to G{P -bundles for a reductive group G and a parabolic P see [BB08, Thm. 3.2]
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ultimately also in the expanded form of the Corlette–Simpson correspondence is the essence of
the proof using Higgs bundles).

Since the implications (c) ñ (d) ñ(e) are obvious, it remains to show (f) ñ (c), for example.
Assuming (f), a Chern class computation that can be found in [Kob87, II, §2.3] yields

chpE q “
ÿ

i

chpFiq “
ÿ

i

rankpFiq ¨ exppµpFiqq “ rankpE q ¨ exppµpE qq. (2.1)

It follows that

∆pE q “ ch1pE q2 ´ 2 ch0pE q ch2pE q “ c1pEq2 ´ 2rankpE q2 ¨
1

2
µpE q2 “ 0.

Let us fix an ample class A P PicpSq. Since every projectively flat hermitian bundle is weakly
Einstein by [Kob87, Proposition 4.1.11], we can by [Kob87, Proposition 4.2.4] conformally rescale
the hermitian metric on Fi to yield a Hermite–Einstein metric with respect to the Kähler form
associated to c1pAq. The Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence as in [Kob82, Theorem 2.4] (only one
direction is needed) then shows that Fi is polystable with µpFiq independent of i. In particular,
it follows that E is A-slope semistable. This shows (c) and concludes the proof. □

We write down two notable intermediate statements of the proof as corollaries.

Corollary 2.4. The Chern character of a curve semistable vector bundle E has the form

chpE q “ rankpE q ¨ exppµpE qq.

Proof. This is (2.1). □

Corollary 2.5. A curve semistable vector bundle E on S admits a filtration by subbundles that
is simultaneously for all ample A P PicpSq a Jordan-Hölder filtration by A-stable hermitian
projectively flat bundles.

Proof. This comes from the following refinement of the filtration asserted in Theorem 2.3 (f). The
Fi admit a finite decomposition in ‘-indecomposable vector bundles. Since Fi is A-polystable
with respect to any ample A P PicpSq, these indecomposable summands must be A-stable. We
refine the filtration so that the filtration quotients are indecomposable. □

Remarks 2.6. (1) Theorem 2.3 (b) translates into the Q-rational twisted vector bundle

Enorm – E x´µpE qy

being nef (by definition).
(2) We should not hide the fact that the deepest part of Theorem 2.3, namely (e) implies (f)

strongly builds on the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence and thus work of Donaldson,
Mehta and Ramanathan, and Uhlenbeck and Yau.

Definition 2.7. Recall that a vector bundle E on an abelian variety A is semihomogeneous
if for all x P A there exists α P Pic0pAq such that the pull back by translation with x becomes

t˚
xE – E b α.

Proposition 2.8. Let E be a vector bundle on an abelian variety A. Then the following are
equivalent:

(a) E is semihomogeneous.
(b) E is curve semistable.

Proof. (a) ñ (b): By [Muk78, Prop. 6.13] a semihomogeneous E is Gieseker semistable and
thus also slope semistable with respect to any polarization. Let r be the rank of E . Since by
[KM21, Lemma 2.6] the Chern character of a semihomogeneous E computes as

r ¨ exp

ˆ

c1pE q

r

˙

“ chpE q “ r ` c1pE q `
1

2

`

c1pE q2 ´ 2 c2pE q
˘

` . . . ,

we find, by comparing the quadratic terms,

c2pE q “
r ´ 1

2r
c1pE q2,
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and thus vanishing discriminant ∆pE q “ 0. It follows that the semihomogeneous vector bundle
E is curve semistable due to Theorem 2.3 (a) ô (c).

(b) ñ (a): Assume E is curve semistable. Then, as recalled above in Theorem 2.3 (f) and
refined in Corollary 2.5, there exists a filtration

0 “ E0 Ă E1 Ă . . . Ă Ek “ E

where the successive quotients Fi :“ Ei{Ei´1 each are stable (with respect to any polarization on
A) and admit a projectively flat hermitian connection and satisfy the property that µpFiq “ µpE q

as classes in NSpAq b Q.
A choice of a projectively flat hermitian connection gives the projective bundle PpFiq a flat

structure, so it is induced by a representation π1pAq Ñ PGLnipCq for ni equal to the rank of Fi.
Since translation on A induces the identity on π1pAq, the pull back of PpFiq by a translation
tx : A Ñ A is in fact isomorphic to PpFiq. An isomorphism PpFiq » t˚

xPpFiq “ Ppt˚
xFiq comes

from a line bundle α (depending on x) and an isomorphism t˚
xFi » Fi b α of vector bundles.

Thus Fi is semihomogeneous.
Therefore the vector bundle E is an iterated extension of stable semihomogeneous vector bun-

dles, all of the same slope class. By [Muk78, Prop. 6.17] nonisomorphic simple semihomogeneous
vector bundles F fi F 1 of the same slope class have no nontrivial extensions:

Ext1pF ,F 1q “ H1pA,H ompF ,F 1qq “ 0.

It follows by induction on the length k of the filtration that E is a direct sum E “
Às

j“1 Ej

of vector bundles Ej that are iterated extensions of simple semihomogeneous vector bundles Gj ,
with the Gj pairwise nonisomorphic but all of the same slope class µpE q. In the language of
[Muk78, Prop. 6.4] the vector bundle Ej is Gj-potent and thus semihomogeneous of slope class
µpE q. By [Muk78, Prop. 6.9] the category of semihomogeneous vector bundles with the same
slope class µpE q is closed under direct summands. Thus E is semihomogeneous as claimed. □

2.2. Nakano positivity. Recall that a vector bundle E is Nakano positive if there is a hermitian
metric h on E for which the associated curvature form on E is pointwise positive definite.

Proposition 2.9. Let X be a smooth projective complex variety, and let pE , hq be a projectively
flat hermitian vector bundle on X. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) E is Nakano positive.
(b) E is ample.
(c) detE is ample.

Proof. If E is ample, then any Schur functor applied to E is also ample, in particular detpE q is
ample. This shows (b) ñ (c), and the implications (a) ñ (b) follows from [Ume73, Lemma 1.5,
Proposition 1.16]. It remains to verify (c) ñ (a), and this is [Ume73, Lemma 2.3]. □

Proposition 2.10. Let E be an curve semistable vector bundle on a smooth projective variety
X with detpE q ample. Then E is Nakano positive.

Proof. Indeed, the characterization in Theorem 2.3 (f) implies that E admits a filtration

0 “ E0 Ă E1 Ă . . . ¨ ¨ ¨ Ek´1 Ă Ek “ E

whose successive quotients Fi :“ Ei{Ei´1 are hermitian projectively flat and µpFiq “ µpE q.
By [Ume73, Lemma 2.2] extensions of Nakano positive vector bundles are also Nakano positive.
Hence, by induction on rankpE q, it suffices to show that all Fi are Nakano positive. By Propo-
sition 2.9, the subquotient Fi is Nakano positive if and only if detpFiq is ample. But µpFiq

equals µpE q, so these detpFiq numerically are positive multiples of detpE q, hence ample. □

2.3. Variations on a result of Miyaoka. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r on a smooth
projective variety S. We will study the convex Fujita number of X “ PpE q, the associated
projective space bundle π : PpE q Ñ S. The Picard group of PpE q sits in a short exact sequence

0 Ñ PicpSq
π˚

ÝÝÑ PicpPpE qq
res
ÝÝÑ PicpPr´1q Ñ 0
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where res restricts to a fibre and PicpPr´1q “ Z. The sequence splits using the tautological line
bundle Op1q associated to E . Every line bundle on PpE q is uniquely of the form π˚M paq.

A classical result of Miyaoka for semistable vector bundles on curves [Miy87, Theorem 3.1]
can be extended to curve semistable vector bundles as follows. For a generalization of [Miy87,
Theorem 3.1] in a different direction by Misra and Ray we refer to [MR22].

Proposition 2.11. Let π : PpE q Ñ S be the projective space bundle of a curve semistable vector
bundle E of rank r on a smooth projective variety S. A line bundle L “ π˚M paq is nef (resp.
ample) if and only if a ě 0 (resp. a ą 0) and

M br b pdetpE qqba

is nef (resp. ample) on S.

Proof. Let h : C Ñ PpE q be an arbitrary smooth projective curve mapping to PpE q. The
intersection number pL ‚ Cq “ degCph˚L q can be computed after base change along f “ π ˝ h
as an intersection number of a curve on the pull back projective space bundle π : Ppf˚E q Ñ C
with respect to the pull back of L along the projection pr : Ppf˚E q Ñ PpE q. This shows that
L is nef on PpE q if and only if for all f : C Ñ S the pull backs pr˚L “ π˚pf˚M qpaq are nef
line bundles on Ppf˚E q.

Since by assumption f˚E is still semistable, Miyaoka [Miy87, Theorem 3.1] determines the
nef cone in NSpPpf˚E qqR as the cone generated by pull backs of nef line bundles on C and the
normalized hyperplane class Oprq b π˚ detpf˚E q´1. This translates into the following formula
for the nef cone:

NefpPpf˚E qq “ xπ˚ NefpCq,Oprq b π˚ detpf˚E q´1yRě0

“ xtπ˚pM qpaq ; a ě 0 and M br b detpf˚E qba P NefpCquyRě0 .

Therefore L “ π˚M paq on PpE q is nef if and only if a ě 0 and for all f : C Ñ S

f˚
`

M br b pdetpE qqba
˘

“ pf˚M qbr b detpf˚pE qqba

is nef on C. This is equivalent to the claimed characterization of nefness for L .
We will better understand the ample cone as the interior of the nef cone after the following

transformation. The map

NSpPpE qq ÝÑ NSpSq ˆ Z, π˚M paq ÞÑ
`

M br b detpE qba, a
˘

induces upon scalar extension an orientation preserving linear isomorphism

NSpPpE qqR
„
ÝÑ NSpSqR ˆ R

which maps the nef cone of PpE q bijectively onto the product

NefpPpE qq
„
ÝÑ NefpSq ˆ Rě0. (2.2)

The description of the ample cone of PpE q is now clear. □

3. Convex Fujita numbers of projective bundles

3.1. Preliminaries. We start with a lower bound for the convex Fujita number taking into
account restrictions to fibres.

Proposition 3.1. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r ě 2 on a smooth projective variety S. Then

FupPpE qq ě r

Proof. It suffices to exhibit an ample line bundle L on PpE q such that ωPpE q b L bpr´1q is not
globally generated. Let π : PpE q Ñ S be the projection map. Recall that

ωPpE q – OPpE qp´rq b π˚pωS b detE q (3.1)

Let M be an ample line bundle on S such that E b M is an ample vector bundle. Then
L :“ OPpE qp1q b π˚M – OPpE bM qp1q is an ample line bundle on PpE q, and

ωPpE q b L bpr´1q – OPpE qp´1q b π˚pωS b detE b M bpr´1qq
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Since the restriction of this line bundle to any fibre of π (identified with Pr´1) is OPr´1p´1q, it
cannot be globally generated. Thus FupPpE qq ě r as claimed. □

Next we show a criterion for global generation of adjoint bundles on projective bundles by
making use of relative global generation for the projection.

Lemma 3.2. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r ě 2 on a smooth projective variety S, and let
π : PpE q Ñ S be the associated projective bundle. Let t ě r and Li “ π˚Mipaiq for i “ 1, . . . , t

ample line bundles on X “ PpE q. We abbreviate M –
Ât

i“1 Mi and L –
Ât

i“1 Li and
a –

řt
i“1 ai, and moreover

F – Syma´rpE q b detpE q b M .

Then the adjoint bundle ωX b L is globally generated if ωS b F is globally generated on S.

Proof. The restriction of Li to a fibre is isomorphic to Opaiq. Since this is ample, we deduce
ai ě 1 and a ě r. In particular F is well defined. The formula for the canonical bundle (3.1)
and the projection formula show

π˚pωX b L q “ ωS b Syma´rpE q b detpE q b M “ ωS b F .

Fibrewise ωX b L restricts to Opa ´ rq and thus is globally generated with trivial higher coho-
mology. Cohomology and base change shows that the “relative global generation” map

π˚π˚pωX b L q ↠ ωX b L ,

is surjecttive, because for s P S with fibre Xs “ π´1psq we have

π˚π˚pωX b L q|Xs “ OXs b
`

π˚pωX b L q|s
˘

“ OXs b H0
`

Xs, pωX b L q|Xs

˘

» OXs b H0
`

Xs,Opa ´ rq
˘

↠ Opa ´ rq » pωX b L q|Xs .

It follows that ωX b L is globally generated if π˚pωX b L q is globally generated. □

With Lemma 3.2 it becomes evident that we must understand the positivity properties of
F “ π˚pωX{S b L q. The following definition will be applied to µpE q.

Definition 3.3. Let δ P NSpXq b Q be a rational class. The denominator of δ is defined to
be the smallest n ą 0 such that nδ lies in the image of NSpXq Ñ NSpXq b Q.

The denominator of δ is the order of the cyclic group xδ,NSpXq{torsy{NSpXq{tors. For µpE q

the denominator divides the rank r. If E is curve semistable and the denominator equals r, then
E is stable. Indeed, if E 1 Ď E is a nontrivial subbundle of the same rational slope class, then
µpE q “ µpE 1q has the same denominator and thus divides rankpE 1q ă r.

Proposition 3.4. Let E be a curve semistable vector bundle of rank r ě 2 on a smooth projective
variety S, and let π : PpE q Ñ S be the associated projective bundle. Let t ě r and Li “ π˚Mipaiq

for i “ 1, . . . , t ample line bundles on X “ PpE q. We abbreviate M –
Ât

i“1 Mi and L –
Ât

i“1 Li and a –
řt

i“1 ai, and moreover F “ π˚pωX{S b L q. Then the following hold.

(1) If a ě r, the slope class of F is µpF q “
řt

i“1

`

aiµpE q ` µpMiq
˘

“ aµpE q ` µpM q.
(2) If t ą r, then there is an ample divisor Θ on S such that F p´Θq has an ample determi-

nant.
(3) If t “ r, then there is an ample divisor Θ on S such that F p´Θq has an ample determi-

nant, unless we are in the critical case, i.e.,
(i) µpE q has denominator r, and
(ii) all ai are pairwise congruent modulo r and coprime to r, and
(iii) the ample line bundle detpE qba{r b M on S is not the tensor product of two ample

line bundles.
(4) If t “ r and we are in the critical case, then there is an ample divisor Θ on S such that

µpF p´Θqq “ 0.
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Proof. (1) If a ě r, then F “ Syma´rpE q b detpE q b M has slope

µpF q “ pa ´ rqµpE q ` µpdetpE qq ` µpM q “ aµpE q ` µpM q “

t
ÿ

i“1

`

aiµpE q ` µpMiq
˘

.

Note that, if t ě r, then we have a ě r since ai ą 0 for all i “ 1, . . . , t.
(2) If t ą r, we claim that there is a partition I Y J “ t1, . . . , tu with I and J nonempty such

that aI “
ř

iPI ai is divisible by r. We consider the r-many sums bν “
řν

i“1 ai for 1 ď ν ď r. If
any of these is divisible by r, then the claim holds. Otherwise, the bν for ν “ 1, . . . , r take only
at most r´1 values modulo r. By the pigeon hole principle there are 1 ď k ă ℓ ď r with bk ” bℓ
modulo r. Then I “ tk ` 1, . . . , ℓu has aI “ bℓ ´ bk ” 0 pmod rq. This proves the claim.

Now we set Θ “ detpE qbaI{r b
Â

iPI Mi. This is a line bundle on S with an ample slope class
by Proposition 2.11. The slope of F p´Θq computes as

µpF p´Θqq “
ÿ

iPJ

ajµpE q ` µpMjq,

which is also ample by Proposition 2.11.
(3) We need to analyse the combinatorial argument. As long as the partition still exists,

the conclusion of (2) stands. If µpE q has denominator less than r, then we can repeat the
combinatorial argument with r replaced by the denominator of µpE q and the conclusion of (2)
holds. Secondly, if not all ai are pairwise congruent modulo r, then we can rearrange without
loss of generality and assume a1 ı a2 pmod rq. Then we consider the partial sums

a1, a2, a1 ` a2, a1 ` a2 ` a3, . . . , a1 ` . . . ` ar.

These provide r`1 many values modulo r, hence by the pigeon hole principle at least one residue
occurs twice. This pair is not a1 and a2 by assumption. In all other cases we can again consider
the difference and find the desired nontrivial partition.

It follows that the conclusion of (2) stands unless all ai are pairwise congruent modulo r and
coprime to r. But then r | a and Θ “ detpE qba{r b M is in fact an ample line bundle on S with
µpF q “ µpΘq. If Θ is a sum of two ample divisors Θ “ Θ1 ` Θ2, then F p´Θ1q has slope class
that of Θ2 and the proof of (3) is complete.

(4) We already saw that in the critical case µpF q “ µpΘq for an ample divisor Θ. That shows
µpF p´Θq “ 0. □

3.2. Projective bundles over curves. The results of this section are contained in [CKMS23b,
§3] with the exception of Theorem 3.8 (2) (ii) which is new.

Recall that a vector bundle E on a smooth projective curve C admits a unique Harder-
Narasimhan filtration

0 “ E0 Ď E1 Ď E2 Ď . . . Ď Et´1 Ď Et “ E ,

by subbundles Ei such that Ei{Ei´1 is semistable of slope µi with

µ`pE q – µ1 ą µ2 ą . . . ą µt´1 ą µt — µ´pE q.

Since the slope of an extension is always in the interval of the slopes of its constituents, we find

µ´pE q ď µpE q ď µ`pE q

with equality if and only if E is semistable. We call µ`pE q (resp. µ´pE q) the maximal (resp.
minimal) slope of E . Butler deduced the following proposition from [Miy87, Theorem 3.1].

Proposition 3.5 ([But94, Lemma 5.4]). Let π : PpE q Ñ C be the projective space bundle of a
vector bundle E of rank r ě 2 on a smooth projective curve C. A line bundle L “ π˚M paq is
ample if and only if a ą 0 and

degpM q ` aµ´pE q ą 0.

Theorem 3.6. Let E be a vector bundle of rank r ě 2 on a smooth projective curve C. Then
we have

r ď FupPpE qq ď r ` 1.

If E is not semistable then FupPpE qq “ r.
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Proof. The lower bound was established in Proposition 3.1. The upper bound will be deduced
from Lemma 3.2, we thus keep the notation of this lemma and its proof.

Let E ´ be the quotient of E which is the part of its Harder-Narasimhan filtration with mini-
mal slope. Since symmetric powers and tensor products of semistable vector bundles are again
semistable, see [Miy87, Corollary 3.7 and 3.10], we find for F “ Syma´rpE q b detpE q b M that

F ´ “ Syma´rpE ´q b detpE q b M .

Let r´ be the rank of E ´. By Proposition 3.5, we compute the minimal slope of F as

µ´pF q “ µpF ´q “ µpSyma´rpE ´qq ` µpdetpE qq ` µpM q

“ pa ´ rqµ´pE q ` rµpE q ` µpM q

“ r
`

µpE q ´ µ´pE q
˘

`

t
ÿ

i“1

`

degpMiq ` aiµ
´pE q

˘

ě
t

r´
.

The latter holds, because µpE q ě µ´pE q and since degpMiq ` aiµ
´pE q ě 1

r´ by Proposition 3.5.
If E is not semistable or t ě r ` 1, we have t ą r´ and so µ´pF q ą 1. By Lemma 3.7 below,

the adjoint bundle ωC b F is globally generated, and the claim on the convex Fujita number of
PpE q is a consequence of Lemma 3.2. □

The following lemma is well known, see for example [But94, Lemma 1.12(3)].

Lemma 3.7. Let C be a smooth projective curve, and let F be a vector bundle on C of minimal
slope µ´pF q ą 1. Then ωC b F is globally generated.

Proof. Let P be a point in C. Global sections of ωCbF generate in P if H1pC,ωCbF p´P qq “ 0.
By Serre duality, it suffices to show H0pC,F _pP qq “ 0. The maximal slope of these dual
coefficients is

µ`pF _pP qq “ 1 ´ µ´pF q ă 0.

Any nontrivial map OC Ñ F _pP q therefore violates the semistability of the filtration quotients
of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of F _pP q. □

Under suitable hypothesis we are able to decide the convex Fujita number among the two
values that Theorem 3.6 allows.

Theorem 3.8. Let E be a semistable vector bundle of rank r ě 2 and degree d on a smooth
projective curve C.
(1) If pr, dq “ 1, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(2) If pr, dq “ 1, then the following holds.

(i) If d ı 1 pmod rq and for all k ą 0 the bundle SymrkpE q has no direct summand that
is a line bundle, then FupPpE qq “ r.

(ii) If d ” 1 pmod rq, then FupPpE qq “ r ` 1.

Proof. We keep the notation of Theorem 3.6. The proof will recover arguments from Proposi-
tion 3.4 in a more concrete situation.

We need to discuss the case t “ r for a semistable E and decide whether there are Mi and ai
such that ωC b F “ π˚pωX b L q is not globally generated. Note that F is now also semistable
and so µpF q “ µ´pF q. The proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that the only critical case is when
µpF q “ 1, and that happens exactly when

r degpMiq ` aid “ 1, for all i “ 1, . . . , r, (3.2)

This is only possible if r and d are coprime. This shows assertion (1).
We now assume r and d are coprime. Then, in particular, E is stable. Moreover, we assume

that Mi and ai ě 1 are such that the equations (3.2) hold. It follows that all the ai are congruent
to each other modulo r. Thus a ´ r is divisible by r.

For assertion (i) we now also assume that d ı 1 pmod rq. Then ai ě 2 and a ´ r ě r. Recall
from the proof of Theorem 3.6 that it suffices to show that ωC b F for

F “ Syma´rpE q b detpE q b M
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is globally generated. The proof of Lemma 3.7 shows that it suffices that for all points P P C
the sheaf

F _pP q » Syma´rpE _q b detpE q´1 b M ´1

has no global sections. By [HL10, 3.2.11], or more precisely [RR84], the bundle Syma´rpE _q is
polystable. Hence F _pP q is also polystable. By assumption, none of the direct summands is a
line bundle (note that r divides a´r). By the slope computation from above, the bundle F _pP q

is a polystable vector bundle of slope 0, and so any global section would yield a direct summand
that is a line bundle (of the form OC), a contradiction. This shows assertion (i).

We now prove assertion (ii). By assumption d “ 1´kr for some k P Z. Let Mi be line bundles
on C of degree k, and let ai be equal to 1 for all i “ 1, . . . , r. Then (3.2) holds, and in particular
Li “ π˚Mip1q is ample. More precisely we have

ωX b L “ Op´rq b π˚pωC b detpE qq b π˚M prq “ π˚pωC b detpE q b M q.

It follows that ωX bL is globally generated if and only if ωC bF “ ωC bdetpE qbM is globally
generated on C. Since µpF q “ 1, by an appropriate choice of Mi we may find F “ OCpP q

for a point P P C. In this case ωC b F has P as a base point, and this concludes the proof of
assertion (ii). □

Remark 3.9. Semistable vector bundles of rank r and degree d on a curve C of genus ě 2 exist
by [NR69, Lemma 4.3]. When d and n are coprime, then the semistable vector bundle E is in
fact stable. If E is generic, then SymkpE q is again stable for all k ě 0 by a result of Seshadri,
see Hartshorne [Har70, Theorem 10.5]. So vector bundles satisfying the respective assumptions
in Theorem 3.8 exist in abundance.

Balaji and Kollár define the notion of a holonomy group for a stable vector bundle E on an
arbitrary smooth projective variety S. This is a reductive subgroup of the automorphism group
GLpE pxqq of a fibre E pxq :“ E b κpxq which is minimal to contain all images of Narasimhan-
Seshadri representations associated to E |C for curves x P C Ď S, as long as E |C is still stable.
In [BK08, Corollary 6] they prove that if the commutator subgroup of the holonomy group is
either SLpE pxqq or SppE pxqq, then SymkpE q is still stable for all k ě 0. So with this assumption
on holonomy of E the assumptions of the case (i) in Theorem 3.8 holds provided d ı 1 pmod rq.

Remark 3.10. If C has genus 0, then the only projective space bundle of a semistable vector
bundle agrees with Pr´1 ˆ P1. Here by [CKMS23a, Cor. 2.8] we have (for r ě 2)

FupPr´1 ˆ P1q “ maxtFupPr´1q,FupP1qu “ maxtr, 2u “ r.

3.3. Projective bundles of semihomogeneous bundles. In this section the base variety will
be an abelian variety A. Before stating our next result, we need a lemma.

Lemma 3.11. Let F be a semihomogeneous vector bundle on an abelian variety A. If there is
an ample divisor Θ on A such that F p´Θq has ample determinant, then F is globally generated.

Proof. Since line bundles are semihomogeneous, also the twist F p´Θq is semihomogeneous. By
[KM20, Prop. 2.6] the bundle F p´Θq and the ample line bundle OApΘq are M-regular coherent
sheafs (Mukai regular in the sense of Pareschi and Popa [PP03]). Then [PP03, Theorem 2.4]
shows that F – F p´Θq b OApΘq is globally generated as claimed. □

Recall Proposition 2.8 saying that curve semistable vector bundles on A are the same as
semihomogeneous vector bundles.

Theorem 3.12. Let A be an abelian variety of dimension g ě 1, and let E be a curve semistable
bundle on A of rank r ě 2. Then the convex Fujita number of X “ PpE q satisfies

r ď FupPpE qq ď r ` 1.

More precisely, the following holds.
(1) If the denominator of µpE q is less than r, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(2) If FupAq “ 0, i.e. all ample line bundles on A are globally generated, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(3) If there is a line bundle M on A such that detpE qbM br is ample but not globally generated,

then FupPpE qq “ r ` 1.
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Proof. The lower bound for FupPpE qq was established in Proposition 3.1. The upper bound will
be deduced from Lemma 3.2 and we thus keep the notation of this lemma and its proof. If t ą r,
then Proposition 3.4 provides an ample divisor Θ such that F p´Θq has ample determinant. Now
Lemma 3.11 shows that F is globally generated. As F “ ωA b F , the upper bound follows.

(1) If the denominator of µpE q is less than r, then we are not in the critical case in the
terminology of Proposition 3.4. So the same argument as above shows FupPpE qq “ r.

(2) We only need to show global generation for ωX b L in the critical case, in particular E is
stable. By Proposition 3.4 we have µpF p´Θqq “ 0 in the critical case, with Θ an ample divisor.
By [Miy87, Thm. 4.17] the bundle F p´Θq is an iterated extension of line bundles of degree 0.
Thus F is an iterated extension of line bundles Fα numerically equivalent to Θ and therefore
ample. On the other hand, [HL10, 3.2.11], or more precisely [RR84], shows that Syma´rpE q is
polystable. Hence F is also polystable. Both properties together show that F “

À

α Fα is
a direct sum of ample line bundles. By assumption, all ample line bundles on A are globally
generated. Thus also F is globally generated. This again shows FupPpE qq “ r.

(3) We pick all Li “ π˚M p1q for i “ 1, . . . , r. These line bundles are ample by Proposition 2.11
and by assumption. The sheaf F in this case becomes the line bundle

F “ detpE q b M br.

The surjective map π˚F Ñ ωXbL of line bundles is then an isomorphism. Thus ωXbL » π˚F
is globally generated if and only if F is globally generated, which we assume it is not. □

Remark 3.13. Part (3) of Theorem 3.12 can be rewritten with the twist E b M as the new
vector bundle E on A giving rise to the same projective bundle. Then (3) says: if E is a curve
semistable vector bundle of rank r ě 2 on the abelian variety A with detpE q ample but not
globally generated, then L “ OPpE qp1q on X “ PpE q provides an ample line bundle such that
ωX b L br is not globally generated and therefore FupXq “ r ` 1.

Remark 3.14. Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 3.12 both cover the case of an elliptic curve as a base.
Let E be a semistable vector bundle of degree d and rank r on an elliptic curve, then pd, rq “ 1
is equivalent to µpE q having denominator r. So Theorem 3.8 (1) and Theorem 3.12 (1) deal
with the same cases. Next, Theorem 3.8(2)(i) and Theorem 3.12 (2) both never apply. Finally,
Theorem 3.8(2)(ii) and Theorem 3.12 (3) both again deal with the same cases and provide the
same reason for FupPpE qq “ r ` 1.

3.4. Projective bundles of curve semistable bundles and the Albanese map. In this
section we will work with curve semistable vector bundles on a base S such that line bundles
are determined by line bundles on an abelian variety. Concretely, we ask that there is a map
α : S Ñ A to an abelian variety A such that α˚ : PicpAq Ñ PicpSq is an isomorphism. It turns
out that α must be finite and the Albanese map. Indeed, the map α factors over the Albanese
map and the factorization h : AlbS Ñ A is surjective with h˚ : Pic0pAq Ñ Pic0pAlbSq “ Pic0pSq

an isomorphism. Hence h is an isogeny with trivial kernel, so A “ AlbS .

Definition 3.15. A variety of abelian Picard type is a smooth projective variety S such that
α˚ : PicpAlbSq Ñ PicpSq is an isomorphism for the Albanese map α : S Ñ AlbS .

Lemma 3.16. Let S be a variety of abelian Picard type. Then the Albanese map is a finite map.

Proof. If there is curve in a fibre of the Albanese map, then its intersection number with an ample
line bundle L must be positive. On the one hand, because L is the pull back of a line bundle
on the Albanese variety, the intersection number also vanishes. This shows that the Albanese
map is quasi-finite, and hence finite. □

Example 3.17. Cyclic covers of abelian varieties of dimension at least 4 that are totally branched
along a smooth ample divisor are examples of varieties of abelian Picard type, see [AS95, §4.2].
Further examples are constructed by iterating this branched covering construction.

In these examples of cyclic branched covers the Albanese map is also surjective and an iso-
morphism of fundamental groups, hence the fundamental group is abelian.
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Example 3.18. Another source of examples of varieties of abelian Picard type is provided by
smooth hyperplane sections S in abelian varieties A of dimension at least dimpSq ě 3. The
restriction to S is an isomorphism on Picard groups by the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem for
Picp´q, see [Gro65, Exp. XII Cor. 3.6]. In these examples the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem also
shows that the Albanese map is an isomorphism on fundamental groups.

Proposition 3.19. Let S be a variety of abelian Picard type. We further assume that the
Albanese map is surjective or the Picard rank of S equals 1. Let F be a curve semistable vector
bundle on S and Θ an ample divisor such that µpF p´Θqq is an ample rational class. Then
ωS b F is globally generated.

Proof. Let α : S Ñ A be the Albanese morphism. Let λ P Pic0pAq be arbitrary. The twist
F p´Θq b α˚λ is also curve semistable. Since µpF p´Θqq is ample, Proposition 2.10 shows that
F p´Θq b α˚λ is Nakano positive. Therefore ωS b F p´Θq b α˚λ has no higher cohomology.
Hence α˚

`

ωS b F p´Θq
˘

is M-regular.
By assumption the line bundle Θ is of the form α˚pΘ̃q. The divisor Θ̃ is necessarily ample

on A due to the Albanese map being finite surjective or the Picard rank being equal to 1. Now
ample divisors on abelian varieties are M-regular. Then [PP03, Theorem 2.4] shows that

α˚

`

ωS b F p´Θq
˘

b OApΘ̃q “ α˚

`

ωS b F p´Θq b α˚OApΘ̃q
˘

“ α˚pωS b F q

is globally generated on A. Because α is a finite map, also ωS b F is globally generated. □

Theorem 3.20. Let S be a variety of abelian Picard type. We further assume that the Albanese
map is surjective or the Picard rank of S equals 1. Let E be a curve semistable bundle on S of
rank r ě 2 with associated projective bundle π : X “ PpE q Ñ S. Then

r ď FupXq ď r ` 1

and the following more precise statements hold:
(1) If the denominator of µpE q is less than r, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(2) If FupSq ď 1 and π1pSq is abelian, then FupPpE qq “ r.
(3) If there is a line bundle M on S such that detpE qbM br is ample but not globally generated,

then FupPpE qq “ r ` 1.

Proof. The general estimate r ď FupPpE qq ď r ` 1 and assertion (1) follow as in the proof of
Theorem 3.12 simply substituting Proposition 3.19 for Lemma 3.11.

In the proof of assertion (2) we also follow the proof of Theorem 3.12 (2). We again find an
ample Θ with µpF p´Θqq “ 0. The simple curve semistable filtration quotients of F p´Θq can
be endowed with a hermitian flat metric, and not just a projectively flat one as in Theorem 2.3
(f). The corresponding unitary representation is irreducible and thus of dimension 1 since π1pSq

is assumed to be abelian. Thus F is an iterated extension of line bundles Fα numerically
equivalent to Θ and therefore ample. As in the proof of Theorem 3.12 we deduce that F is in
fact isomorphic to

À

Fα. Then ωS b F is globally generated because FupSq ď 1. As usual,
Lemma 3.2 completes the proof.

Finally, assertion (3) has the same proof as Theorem 3.12 (3). □

Remarks 3.21. (1) Note that following the proof of Theorem 3.20 the case r “ 1 yields
FupSq ď 2 for S of abelian Picard type and furthermore at least one of the two: surjective
Albanese map or Picard rank equal to 1.

(2) If S is as in Example 3.17 and the degree of the cyclic cover is non-trivial (of degree at
least 2), then [CKMS23a, Proposition 4.6] shows FupSq ď 1, because abelian varieties
have convex Fujita number bounded above by 2. In particular, then FupPpE qq “ r for
curve semistable vector bundles E of rank r on such S.
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